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If you were in Grand Rapids during the past two weeks you would not have had to look 

far for an inspiration for a Beacon Lights article in the Nature Study section. Grand Rapids has 

just experienced a record breaking snow fall and from the weather reports our friends in the West 

are also having their share of snow. Probably when this article is being written people are just 

beginning to see the cement of their sidewalks again and are just recovering from “broken 

backs”. Possibly after this article is published in February most of the snow will have left and the 

aching backs and tired muscles will have been relieved so that we can look at the snow from the 

aspect of its “treasures” and not the work it brings. 

Job asks us in chapter 38 verse 22, “hast thou entered into the treasures of the snow?” 

“The treasures of the snow” can be viewed from the aspect of the usefulness and the beauty of 

the snow. Only we as Christians who see nature through the Word of God can understand the 

real beauty and usefulness of the snow, for we know that it is sent in God’s Providence and to 

His Glory. 

The snow that caps the mountains which many of us have actually seen and of which 

others have seen pictures reaches a great depth especially during the winter months. The first 

layers are packed under the great strain of the layers above them and a sheet of ice called a 

glacier is formed. These glaciers serve as large, reservoirs of water. When the warm sun beats on 

these fields of snow they melt and the water is carried away by mountain streams. This snow 

becomes an important factor in the irrigation systems of our western farmers. The snow in a 

natural system of irrigation also serves our eastern farmers—it melts, evaporates, and finally falls 

in the form of rain. 

The snow of the lowlands is also very beneficial. This snow serves as an insulator in 

much the same way as the insulation of our houses. The snow keeps the earth warm and protects 

the plants and animals from the cold of the winter. All of the green grass we enjoy in the 

summer, the fresh fruits and vegetables, and the flowers which herald Spring depend on the 

snow. From these uses and others we can plainly see that the snowy from which we probably did 

not receive much pleasure while we were shoveling, plays an important part in God’s 

Providence. 

The snow is frequently referred to in Scripture as the standard of whiteness and as the 

emblem of purity. The snow is beautiful as it covers the fields and lies on the branches of the 

trees; but there is another aspect of the beauty of the snow and that is the crystals or flakes of 

snow. The snow crystals are transparent and have many facets which reflects the light and hence 

cause the snow to have an appearance of whiteness. The crystals vary in size from 1/100 to 1/2 

inch in diameter depending on the weather conditions. If the clouds and air are cold and dry, 

small and solid crystals will be formed. If the clouds are moist and the weather a bit warmer, 

large and branchy crystals tend to form. Although the clouds play an important part in snow 

formation, the snow crystals are not formed from the tiny drops of water in the clouds. The 

crystals are formed from the invisible molecules of water which travel between the droplets of 

water in the clouds. This fact is proved by the snow falls on clear days. 

The beauty of the snow crystals has attracted the attention of students of the snow for 

many years. Many scientists have attempted to draw them and recently a certain type of 

photography has been invented to catch the beauty of the crystals before they melt. By the use of 



these photographs scientists have classified snow crystals into two kinds: the tabular, or 

branching forms; and the columnar, or needle like forms. The tabular crystals are the most beau-

tiful. Their wide variety of design, beautiful outlines, and rich interiors make them the most 

popular for study. The variety of the forms of snowflakes is unimaginable. No two snowflakes 

have been found alike. One man has taken 4,800 photographs of snow crystals and has found no 

two alike. The outline of the snow or crystals is dependent on the wind movements and weather 

conditions. The richness of the interior of these crystals is largely due to tiny air tubes which are 

very orderly distributed in the snow flake. These dark lines through the flake cause some areas to 

be shaded which adds to the beauty of the crystal. 

After we think about the beauties of this creation the thought comes to us of how much 

more beautiful will be that new creation, which will not be affected by sin and which will not 

have to be observed by sinful men. 
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